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Hi Nash Hashers,

Adelaide Wrap Up
After a great week of Not the Nash Hash activities, it’s all over and the 240 or so interstate
visitors have headed home. They enjoyed the options of a 5 day 300km PreLube Bike Ride
along the Mawson Trail, up to four local hash runs, Blip’s Tram Pub Crawl, the Adelaide Red
Dress Run, the Men’s Luncheon, the HIV Piss Up in Hahndorf, the Gaol Break (Rebel) Run,
the Barossa bus trip and the main event – the Not the Nash Hash Run at Belair National Park
attended by around 270 hashers! See photos of all these and more on Facebook.
Almost everybody registered for Adelaide Nash Hash has got their refund. About 30 still
haven’t sent us their bank details despite emails and texts. Blowfly is also finding it difficult
transferring money to some hashers in NZ. We want to finish all refunds asap so help us out
and send us your bank details!
Most visiting hashers collected their goody bags either at the Cumby pub or at the NTNH
Run. Bulk bags for different clubs or areas were collected by volunteers either at the Cumby
or at our bag storage at Regency Park. All the remaining interstate bags will now be packed
and shipped to volunteer distributers in the capital cities or to regional centres – and once
the shipments arrive those distributers will contact their local clubs to collect and hand out
their bags.
It’s been a long and frustrating three years for the Adelaide Nash Hash committee since we
decided to bid at Croc Nash Hash in 2019. The pandemic restrictions forced us to postpone
twice and finally to cancel the Adelaide event. However, we were really pleased that so
many of you decided to come to Adelaide anyway and we hope we put on an enjoyable
mini-Nash Hash for you! Lots of you said that we did – thank you.

The Next Nash Hash
(The following was drafted after discussions between several ex-GM’s of previous Nash
Hashes)
To wrap up a Nash Hash there are a few items that normally get discussed at the Sunday
morning GM's meeting. This was not possible at the Adelaide 'Not the Nash Hash' run as not
enough GM’s were there.
The first item is to agree that the cost to run the Aussie Hash website
(http://www.hhh.asn.au) is paid by the previous Nash Hash. Bush Basher kindly volunteered
to keep the website up to date but it does cost money to keep going - currently $440 per
year, or $880 per Nash Hash. In January Adelaide Nash Hash ’21 Inc. paid $880 for two years
web hosting for this site.
If there are no substantial objections then we will continue with this arrangement.

Next, following the cancellation by Central Coast (NSW) of its 2023 Nash Hash event, Darwin
HHH clubs have put forward an Expression of Interest to host Nash Hash next year with the
support of several previous Nash Hash GM's. You beauty!
Please reply with any objections to Darwin’s bid, or with any alternative bids, by 15/4/22.
If there are no objections or another bid then Darwin’s bid will be the only option. They are
currently thinking of May 2023 for their event, which would mean that we can continue to
have an Aussie Nash Hash every two years. There will be an 'early bird' 'back to back' rego
available, but the pricing isn’t finalised at this stage.
Hopefully a final decision will be made by the end of April. Everyone registered for Adelaide
Nash Hash will then be notified of the host club for the next Nash Hash asap.
The down-down mugs and trophies will be passed on to the next host club by Adelaide.
And finally it is agreed that the 'seed' money that Adelaide received from Croc Hash will be
passed on to Darwin Nash Hash (or another winning bidder).

